Visual refractive errors (REs) are complex genetic traits with a largely unknown etiology. To date, genomewide association studies (GWASs) of moderate size have identified several novel risk markers for RE, measured here as mean spherical equivalent (MSE). We performed a GWAS using a total of 7280 samples from five cohorts: the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS); the KORA study ('Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg'); the Framingham Eye Study (FES); the Ogliastra Genetic Park-Talana (OGPTalana) Study and the Multiethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA). Genotyping was performed on Illumina and Affymetrix platforms with additional markers imputed to the HapMap II reference panel. We identified a new genome-wide significant locus on chromosome 16 (rs10500355, P 5 3.9 3 10 29 ) in a combined discovery and replication set (26 953 samples). This single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is located within the RBFOX1 gene which is a neuron-specific splicing factor regulating a wide range of alternative splicing events implicated in neuronal development and maturation, including transcription factors, other splicing factors and synaptic proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Refractive error (RE) is the most common human eye disorder and includes three phenotypes: myopia, astigmatism and hyperopia (1) . RE, usually assessed as a quantitative measurement, mean spherical equivalent (MSE), refers to the dioptric power of optical lenses necessary to achieve proper distance correction. Myopia, by convention represented by negative values of RE, affects more than one in four individuals over age 40 in the United States and Western Europe, while hyperopia (positive values of RE) is present in about 10% of individuals in the same age group. In Asia, the prevalence of myopia is even higher, exceeding 70% in some Asian countries, which makes it an even stronger public health concern (2,3). Worldwide, more than 150 million people are estimated to be visually impaired because of uncorrected RE, of whom 8 million are functionally blind (4) .
Both environmental and genetic factors are known to be involved in the development of RE. In particular, several studies have shown that reading and other near work tasks are risk factors for myopia development. Outdoor activity is thought to be protective against myopia (5 -9) . Despite wide agreement that REs are heavily influenced by environmental and behaviorial factors, a large fraction of the variance of refraction within populations is accounted for by heritable factors. Heritability estimates for RE are consistently high across a wide spectrum of ethnic groups despite varying interethnic differences in the prevalence of REs and predisposing environmental factors for myopia development. For example, the heritability of RE in an adult Old Order Amish population (a cultural and genetic isolate with a low incidence of myopia) was found to be 70% (10) . High heritabilities, greater than 50%, have also been recorded in several other populations of diverse ancestries including Caucasian Americans (11, 12) , Europeans (13) (14) (15) (16) and African Americans (11) . Familial aggregation studies have estimated sibling recurrence risk ratios, l s (defined as the ratio of disease manifestation, given that one's sibling is affected, compared with disease prevalence in the general population) to range from 2 to 5.6 for myopia and 1.6 to 4.9 for hyperopia in US Caucasians (10, 11, 17) . In addition, various monogenic connective tissue disorders such as Marfan and Stickler syndromes are associated with myopia (18) . Over 16 susceptibility loci have been mapped in familial myopia by linkage analysis (18) . This evidence strongly supports a large contribution of genetic factors to the physiopathology of RE.
Identification of common genetic variants that are associated with RE has also come through the use of genome-wide high-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array genotyping. Three different genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of myopia in Chinese cohorts have identified common variants located on chromosomes 13q12, 4q25 and 5p15 (19) (20) (21) . Two GWASs of RE in populations of European ancestry have identified common variants located on chromosomes 15q25 and 15q14 (22, 23) , the latter replicating across various studies representing diverse ethnic groups (24) . A GWAS on myopia in a Japanese cohort has identified common variants at 11q24 (25) while a GWAS on axial length in Singapore adults identified a locus at 1q41 (26) . Because of unequal linkage disequilibrium structures across different populations and potential interactions between genetic variants and environmental factors, effect sizes of common genetic variants may differ between populations. This difference in effect size is demonstrated by the inconsistent signal for RE across different ethnicities for 15q25. Hence, we conducted an independent GWAS on MSE in Caucasian individuals of European descent and perforned a meta analysis of MSE in five cohorts to increase sample size and the likelihood of identifying additional genetic variants associated with RE. Replication was also performed across a large series of additional cohorts.
RESULTS
Baseline characteristics for subjects from the five studies: Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS), Framingham Eye Study (FES), Ogliastra Genetic Park-Talana (OGP-Talana) Study, Multiethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), and Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg (KORA) are shown in Table 1 , with further characteristics of each study sample more fully described in supplementary files.
In the discovery stage, testing for population stratification using EIGENSOFT and principal components analysis (PCA) found no evidence of population stratification in the KORA data but significant principal components were detected in the AREDS, FES and MESA samples. These were adjusted for in the subsequent genome-wide association analysis by including the three most significant principal components from the PCA analysis as covariates in our regression models. The OGP-Talana data were adjusted jointly for cryptic relatedness and population stratification. Fixed-effect meta-analysis across the five cohorts for MSE showed no evidence of substantial excess of statistics deviating from the null expectations as assessed by an overall genomic control value of 1.018, indicating that stratification has been accounted for (Fig. 1) . Genomic control values for each population prior to meta-analysis are given in Table 1 .
The Manhattan plot of the discovery meta-analysis showed several genomic regions as potential risk loci (Fig. 2) . Seven genome-wide significant SNPs were located close to one another (45177852-45169413bp) on chromosome 10 (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). Complete discovery meta-analysis P-values and related information for all SNPs that passed quality control are available online in the Stambolian_RE_me-ta_chr#.csv files (where # ¼ 1 -22). The most significant P-value was determined for rs12571148 on chromosome 10 (b ¼ 0.298, P-value ¼ 2.02 × 10
28
). Nineteen nearby SNPs on chromosome 10 showed suggestive associations (P-values ranging from 5.18 × 10 28 to 1 × 10
27
). An additional 83 SNPs located in 12 different chromosomal regions had P-values of ≤1 × 10 25 (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). For replication, SNPs from the discovery meta-analysis with P ≤ 1 × 10 25 were ranked, and clustering within linkage disequilibrium blocks was examined. A total of 22 SNPs (Table 2) were chosen for replication in a total of 19 763 samples from BMES, CROATIA-Korcula, CROATIA-Split, CROATIA-Vis, ORCADES, DCCT, RS1, RS2, RS3 and Erasmus Rucphen Family Study (ERF) (see supplementary data for replication study descriptions). These consisted of one to four SNPs from each of the 11 high LD regions displaying significant or suggestive association in the discovery meta-analysis. Two SNPs on chromosome 16, rs4581716 and rs10500355, both located in close vicinity to each other within the RBFOX1 gene gave strong signals in the replication analysis (replication, P ¼ 7.34 × 10 25 ) ( Table 2 ). The three SNPs at that locus that were genome-wide significant in the discovery meta-analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ) did not show evidence of replication (all replication, P . 0.3, Figure 1 . The quantile-quantile plot for the five-cohort meta-analysis after individual study adjustment for genetic ancestry using principal components and genomic control. Table 2 ). In the combined meta-analysis of the discovery and replication sample sets, rs10500355 in the RBFOX1 gene on chromosome 16 achieved genome-wide significance (rs10500355, P ¼ 3.9 × 10 29 , b ¼ 20.111) (Fig. 3 ) and the highly correlated SNP rs4581716 (r 2 ¼ 0.63) was nearly significant (P ¼ 1.6 × 10 27 , b ¼ 0.098) ( Table 2 , Fig. 2 ). Both SNPs, rs4581716 and rs10500355, are located in the same intron of RBFOX1, between exon 1E and 8, 1212 bp apart from each other (Fig. 4) . Previously, no diseases have been reported to be associated with either SNP. A search for evolutionary conservation using the ECR browser (http://ecrbrowser.dcode.org/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) (27) around these SNPs found modest conservation around rs4581716 from human to dog and high conservation around rs10500355 from human to rodent and chicken. Additionally, a PAX6 binding site was found 13 bp from rs10500355 (http://genome.ucsc.edu/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) . MultiTF analysis (http ://multitf.dcode.org/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) demonstrated GATA3 and OCT4 binding at rs10500355, while sTRAP (http://trap.molgen.mpg.de/cgi-bin/trap_form. cgi, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) analysis found significant binding of HNF1a (P-value for WT: 0.282; P-value for minor allele: 0.044). Enhancers/promoter analysis on these highly conserved regions using FPROM, FirstEF, NNPP and Promoter 2.0 did not find any promoters or enhancers in this region. The ENCODE database (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ ENCODE/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) lists a DNaseI Hypersensitivity cluster 100 bp upstream of rs1050035. This cluster is annotated as present in two cell lines analyzed by the ENCODE consortium: H7-hESC (embryonic stem cells) and WERI-RB-1 (retinoblastoma). There is also a small H3K4Me3 mark 450 bp upstream of rs1050035 in the NHLF cell line (lung fibroblast).
We also assessed 14 SNPs on chromosome 15q14 reported previously as being associated with RE (23) . They have been replicated in a large international meta-analysis consortium (24) , but did not show even nominal significance (P ≤ 0.05) in the meta-analysis of the five discovery samples or individually in AREDS, KORA, FES or OGP-TALANA. However, 6 of the 14 SNPs (rs11073058, rs11073059, rs11073060, rs7163001, rs4924134, rs619788) were close to nominal significance in the KORA data (all with P ≤ 0.062). Nominally significant evidence of replication was found in MESA, where 13 of the 14 SNPs had P-values ranging between 0.027 and 0.0066; the top SNP was rs8032019 (P ≤ 0.0066). We were not able to replicate significance for any of the five SNPs previously described as significant at the 15q25 region (22) in our discovery meta-analysis or in any of the individual discovery samples. Supplementary Material, Table S4 , lists the SNPs, their heterogeneity test P-values and their association P-values from the meta-analysis of our five discovery datasets. None of the SNPs were significantly heterogeneous across the five populations.
DISCUSSION
While a heritable component to RE has been recognized for several decades, the genetic determinants of RE have been generally elusive. Our analysis adds an additional large GWAS to two prior European GWASs on RE and identifies a new genome-wide significant locus associated with RE susceptibility at chromosome 16p13.3. While the genome-wide significant SNPs on chromosome 10 from the discovery meta-analysis did not replicate in our replication meta-analysis, this region should be examined in a larger set of independent samples. To our knowledge, this region on chromosome 10 (10q11.21) has not been seen in other published association studies of MSE. The Solouki et al. (23) GWAS on MSE found suggestive evidence of association (P , 1 × 10
26
) at 10p12.3, but this was 23 Mb from our discovery step signal at 10q11.21). Moreover, the Rotterdam RS1 data used as the discovery set in the Solouki et al. paper (23) was one of our replication datasets and did not show any evidence of association to our 10q11.21 replication SNPs. However, Nallasamy et al. (28) mapped high-grade myopia in a Hutterite family to a locus at 10q21.1 using linkage analysis (LOD ¼ 3.22). Their linkage peak is located 10 Mb distal of our association signal. It remains to be seen whether the two signals might represent the same locus.
In this GWAS of RE in Caucasians, combined analysis showed the strongest association with two highly correlated variants, namely rs10500355 and rs4581716 on 16p13.3 in the RBFOX1 gene, with the former reaching genome-wide significance. Details of both SNPs are summarized in Supplementary Material, Table S6 . RBFOX1 (RNA-Binding Fox-1 homolog) codes a tissue-specific alternative splicing regulator expressed in many different tissues including the eye (http://genome.ucsc.edu/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) (29, 30) . Some observations in humans indicated that mutations of this gene might possibly be implicated in rare forms of ataxia, retardation, epilepsy or autism (31 -34). Zhang et al. (35) analyzed RBFOX1 gene targets and predicted that six myopia genes were targets of RBFOX1. These genes include SHQ1 and IGF1R, both differentially expressed in a chick model of myopia (36, 37) ; FGFR-1, differentially expressed in a tree shrew model for myopia (38) ; and HGF (39, 40) and ZNF644 (41) , in which mutations have been detected in myopic patients by exome sequencing. HGF has also been shown to induce expression of egr-1/ZENK, a modifier of myopia development (39, 40) . In the five datasets used in our discovery meta-analysis, some evidence of association (P , 0.01) was observed in or near four of these five genes (FGFR1, IGF1R, ZNF644, SHQ1 but not HGF) in either the meta-analysis or at least one of the discovery datasets (Supplementary Material, Figures S6-S12 ). In the case of IGF1R, the association P-value of an intronic SNP rs11635251 is 0.0035 in the meta-analysis and 0.0011 in the AREDS data. While none of these results are genome-wide significant, they provide further support to the prior evidence that this pathway may be involved in RE development in humans. Two recent publications (31, 42) describe the RBFOX1 protein as a regulator of both neuronal alternative splicing and coordinative transcription, both of which are required for normal neurological development. Dysfunction of this regulation leads to neurological disease. From other resources, there is additional evidence why dysregulation of the RBFOX1 gene may lead to abnormal development of refraction. First, the gene is expressed in the retina according to the NCBI UniGene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene) database and in the human retina and RPE/choroid/sclera according to our RNA-Seq data (unpublished). Second, the RBFOX1 protein has been shown to interact with a number of genes that have been related to human myopia and animal models of myopia (see above). Third, our two most significant SNPs are located in a highly conserved region and very close to a DNase1 hypersensitivity site and may be either in linkage disequilibrium with another SNP that influences this site or directly influence this site themselves. It is our hypothesis that RBFOX1 expression is altered to an extent that the growth of the eye is affected resulting in an RE phenotype. It is also possible that binding of Oct4 and/or GATA3 at rs10500355 that is predicted by MultiTF analysis may influence the transcription of RBFOX. However, neither GATA3 nor Oct4 has been reported to be associated with RE.
No statistically significant evidence of association was found in any of the discovery datasets or the discovery meta-analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S4 ) between RE and the previously reported associated SNPs at the 15q25 (22) Table S5 ). Moreover, no evidence of association with RE was observed in the discovery meta-analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S4 ) or in the AREDS, KORA, OGP-Talana or FES samples with SNPs at 15q14 that also were previously described as being significantly associated (23) . The replication of the 15q14 association by a larger meta-analysis (24) suggests that our failure to replicate this region may be a matter of insufficient power (given that the published effect sizes may be inflated) or of differing LD patterns across the studies.
In conclusion, our GWAS increases the number of genome-wide significant loci associated with MSE to three in Caucasians. Although this study brings together over 7000 individuals in the discovery cohorts and is comparable in size with the two previous GWASs on RE in Caucasians, there is an evident need for meta-analyses even larger than the present one in order to produce a more extensive list of associated variants. Moreover, other types of genetic variation (copy number variants, rare variants including de novo mutations) will likely further expand the list of causative genetic loci. Studies directed at these types of genetic variations should also be conducted in order to improve our understanding of RE susceptibility.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Populations
The five GWASs meta-analyzed in the discovery study included 1869 subjects aged 35-84 years from the Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg Study (KORA F3, Southern Germany), 1877 subjects aged 55 -81 from the Age-related Eye Study (AREDS), 1389 unrelated subjects aged 28-84 from the FES, 1462 subjects aged 46-86 from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) study and 683 subjects aged 18-88 from the OGP-Talana study in Sardinia, resulting in a total sample size of 7280. All individuals were of European ancestry. Approval was obtained by the local ethics committees for all studies and an informed consent was obtained from the study participants. Validation samples were obtained from Australia, Croatia (three independent studies), Canada, Netherlands (four independent samples) and Scotland for a total of 19 673 individuals. Key features of these populations are found in the Supplementary Material. 
Study design
The study was divided into three stages: a discovery stage, a validation stage and a combined analysis.
Discovery stage
A GWAS of spherical equivalent using the Illumina HumanOmni2.5 chip (2.5 million SNPs) was performed on the AREDS and KORA Study ('Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg'). The results from these two datasets were then combined into a 'discovery' meta-analysis with total GWAS results from three other datasets (genotyped on other array platforms) drawn from the following studies: the FES, the OGP-Talana study and the MESA.
Validation stage
The most significant results from this discovery meta-analysis were then replicated by meta-analysis of association results from the following studies: Croatia-Korcula, Croatia-Split, Croatia-Vis, ORCADES, The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT), the Blue Mountains Eye Study, three cohorts from the Rotterdam Study (RS1, RS2, RS3) and ERF. All SNPs requested from all datasets for which the principal investigators of the respective studies entered into collaboration are included in the replication analysis. Finally, a fixed-effect meta-analysis of the discovery and replication results was performed on all SNPs used in the replication analysis (i.e. all the SNPs in Table 2 that were chosen from the discovery meta-analysis).
SNPs were chosen from the discovery meta-analysis ranked by meta-analysis P-value (≤1 × 10
25
), but only a subset of such SNPs were chosen per region to reduce the number of SNPs used in the replication analysis. Twelve regions were identified (two on chromosome 10) which contained at least one SNP with meta-analysis P-value ≤1 × 10 25 . From these regions, two lists of SNPs were chosen. The first list contained the most significant SNP from each location (one SNP each on chromosomes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 19). The second list included the next most significant SNPs from each location that met our significance threshold for replication. In regions where multiple SNPs met the significance threshold, replication SNPs were chosen to span the region. Thus, no additional SNPs were chosen for chromosomes 2, 5, 12 and 19, one additional SNP each was picked from the chromosomes 3, 4, 6, 15 and 16 regions, two additional SNPs on chromosomes 14 and 4 on chromosome 10. The regions on chromosomes 10 and 14 had multiple SNPs chosen for this replication because they had a large number of SNPs in a small region that were close to genome-wide significance (see Table 2 for P-values of these SNPs in the Discovery meta-analysis and Supplementary Material, Figure S12 ). Fixed-effect meta-analyses were performed on the resulting set of 22 SNPs with METAL (43) using the standard error and effect size for each population and a twosided test. Genomic control was performed for each study and then again for the final meta-analysis.
Replication of 15q Loci: Replication of previously reported associations on 15q14 and 15q25 were performed in PLINK and METAL using a two-sided test. Heterogeneity scores were calculated in METAL, using a chi-square test with n 2 1 degrees of freedom where n is the number of studies being analyzed. For the 15q14 locus, we had 70% power to detect a variant in the AREDS sample alone (at P ¼ 0.025). For the 15q25 locus, we had 85% power to detect a signal in the AREDS sample. In the combined discovery datasets, our expected power was 0.9999 and 1 for these two candidate regions, respectively (see Supplementary Material, Table S5 ). Power calculations assumed an additive quantitative trait loci variance based on the reported effect size from the original publications of 0.005 for 15q14 (23) and 0.007 for 15q25 (22) , based on average minor-allele frequencies across all the original SNPs of 0.4 and assuming complete LD (D ′ ¼ 1) between the causal allele and tested SNPs.
Combined analysis
Finally, a meta-analysis of the discovery and replication datasets was performed on the SNPs carried over to the validation stage.
Quality control of discovery datasets
AREDS and KORA Individuals with chromosome abnormalities and sex discrepancies were removed. Cryptic relatedness was estimated by calculating pairwise identical by descent (IBD) coefficients using the software PLINK (version 1.07; http://pngu.mgh.ha rvard.edu/~purcell/plink, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) (44) and pseudo-kinship coefficients using EMMAX (45) for all pairs of individuals in the study. Estimates of the average proportion of alleles shared IBD (p) were almost identical using both methods. For each pair with a kinship coefficient of ≥0.125, one member of the pair was dropped based on the genotyping rate and trait phenotype, preferring to retain the person with a higher genotyping rate and more extreme phenotype. Population stratification was assessed using a subset of 40 000 independent, polymorphic (MAF . 0.01), autosomal markers from the Human OMNI 2.5 panel. We utilized the principal components method in the EIGENSTRAT (46) software and implemented in the EIGENSOFT (47) package (version 3.0; http://genepath.med. harvard.edu/~reich/Software.htm, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) for population stratification testing. We investigated possible batch effects by testing each batch against the others using Fisher's exact test to account for possible small numbers in some cells and the loop-assoc function in PLINK. We also used this function to look for patterns of missingness per batch. As AREDS was a multicenter study, we also tested for differences between collection sites. Samples were dropped for poor performance on the array (genotyping rate of ,98%). We used Hardy -Weinberg test statistics generated using PLINK to identify those SNPs which were poor performers in both populations. An SNP was also removed from a population if its call rate was ,99%, its minor-allele frequency was ,0.01 or if its distribution departed significantly from Hardy -Weinberg expectations (HWE, P , 1 × 10
24
) in a single population, as recommended by the GENEVA consortium (48) . We additionally dropped SNPs in both populations, where HWE P , 1 × 10 24 in one population and HWE P , 1 × 10 23 in the other. This was because the two populations were genotyped at the same time in the same laboratory, with samples from both populations represented on every plate. If an SNP did not look good in one population, it is reasonable to exclude it if the other population is approaching the cutoff for exclusion. SNPs were also excluded if they showed more than one genotype inconsistency between: (1) HapMap control samples and the consensus genotype in the HapMap database (http:// hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) or (2) investigator-provided duplicate samples. The final marker list contained 2 182 680 high-quality SNPs with a minor-allele frequency of ≥0.01, a genotype call rate .99%, and whose distribution was consistent with HWEs (P . 1 × 10 24 ).
Framingham eye study Quality control was carried out in several stages. Samples were chosen based on pedigree information and genotyping quality. Samples with a genotypic call rate below 98% were excluded from the analysis. The mean call rate for analyzed samples was 99.2% (SD ¼ 0.4%). The final marker list contained 436 494 high-quality SNPs with a minor-allele frequency of ≥0.01, a Mendelian error rate below 2% across all pedigrees, a genotype call rate above 95%, and whose distribution was consistent with HWEs (P . 1 × 10 24 ).
MESA
SNPs with MAF ≤0.02 or HWE, P-value ≤0.001 were removed from the analysis. Genotyping was performed using the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0. IMPUTE version 2.1.0 was used to perform imputation for the MESA Caucasian participants (chromosomes 1 -22) using HapMap Phase I and II -CEU as the reference panel (release #24 -NCBI Build 36 (dbSNP b126)). SNPs with genotype call rate less than 0.95, MAF ≤0.02, HWE P-value ≤0.001, or the average of the observed divided by expected variance ratio of any SNP ≤0.3 (indicating deviation from Hardy -Weinberg equilibrium and poor quality of imputation, sometimes denoted as Rsq) were removed from the analysis. Association tests were performed by SNPTEST v2 (49).
OGP-Talana
Quality control of the SNP data was performed using the GenABEL software package in R. Samples with overall SNP call rate ,93%, with a minor allele frequency of ,0.01, with Hardy -Weinberg P-value . 10 26 , showing excess heterozygosity, or being classified as outliers by allelic identity-by-state (IBS) clustering analysis, were excluded.
Genotype imputation of data
All AREDS and KORA high-quality SNPs were filtered by those present on the Illumina Omni2.5 array to produce a reduced set of genotypes for imputing to the HapMap. Imputation to the HapMap-II reference panel (CEU population release 22, NCBI build 36) was performed in MACH (43, 50) in two stages. Stage 1 was the model parameter estimation stage which used a random sample of 300 individuals from each population, using the greedy option which only uses the reference haplotypes (supplied here from the HapMap) and 100 Markov Chain iterations. Stage 2 is the actual imputation stage and uses the model parameters estimated in stage 1 to speed up the imputation of the genotypes.
Genotype imputation of the FFES data to the HapMap-II reference panel (CEU population release 22, NCBI build 36) was carried out in a two-step process using the Markov Chain Haplotyping (MACH version 1.0.16.a) software. First, crossover and error-rate maps were built using 400 unrelated individuals (200 male and 200 female) sampled from Framingham Heart Study (FHS) subjects. Second, genotype imputations of 2.5 million autosomal HapMap-II SNPs were carried out on the entire FHS dataset using parameters estimated from step 1.
For MESA, IMPUTE version 2.1.0 was used to perform imputation for the Caucasian participants (chromosomes 1 -22) using HapMap phase I and II -CEU as the reference panel (release #24 -NCBI Build 36 (dbSNP b126)).
For OGP-Talana, using the phase II CEU HapMap individuals (release 22, NCBI build 36) as reference panel for imputation, genotypes were imputed for nearly 2.5 milion SNPs using MACH. SNPs imputed with Rsq ,0.3 were excluded. (44) . For AREDS and FES analyses, the values for each individual of the first three most significant principal components of the EIGENSTRAT analysis were also included along with the covariates listed above. For MESA, these association tests were performed by SNPTEST v2. For OGP-Talana, all regression models were run using the ProbABEL package from the GenABEL suite which adjusts jointly for cryptic relatedness and population stratification.
Data analysis
Bioinformatics
Bioinformatic analysis of the SNPs in RBFOX1 gene began with gathering general annotated information from dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/, last accessed date on March 13, 2013) (56) and was used to verify expression of transcripts in the eye.
CpG islands were searched for in the area of interest using the CpG island tool in the Sequence Manipulation Suite (http:// www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/cpg_islands.html), last accessed date on March 13, 2013 (57) .
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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